ERRATA


A number of errors were allowed to creep into the text of this paper. The most significant are listed here. On page 342, lines 11 and 17, in the expression “Schneewind’s Sidgwick,” “Sidgwick” should not appear in italic type; similarly in two places on page 346, next to last line of first paragraph and last line of page. Also the following:

Page 341, line 13, [henceforth “p/1*”]: “explanation” misprinted
341/11 from bottom: insert “a” before “systematic”
343, par. 2/line 6: insert a comma at end of line, after “that”
345, last line of first displayed quotation: “472” should be “473”
346/10: replace “amount” by “amounts”
346/par. 2/12: the word after “acts” should be “which,” not “which”
347/9: replace “that” by “than”
347/par. 2/10 (line 3 of first displayed quotation): “foremost” misprinted
349, in reference [9]: “Sidgwick’s” should be in italic type
350/line 1 of note 1: insert “to” after “reference”
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